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it looks like the next wwe shows will go ahead, though with a big zero on the public's health and
safety. the world should be hoping that the vaccine or a similar solution is a rapid and easy process.
the bad news is that it might be the first coronavirus in wwe, but the good news is that wrestlemania
is protected by the rules of sports entertainment, and the fact that it is taking place in orlando and
florida keeps the public safe. with the state of florida moving towards some form of normalcy in the
coming months, wrestling too will move on, though without any live events. if it works as planned,

then it should not be an issue, as all the other shows, too, are under wraps until a vaccine is found. i
think we were all in shock, it was very weird to be honest. i cannot even recall a time when i have

not seen a wrestlemania, until this. to have a show with no audience at all, it was a bit weird.
something i thought would not happen. to end wrestlemania with a typically over the top moment

from john cena, with the footage from the previous match edited to show us cena performing a
tackle on triple h that found him off the top of the structure. it was like an old sixties tv show from
the 60s for a tv show that was only a couple of years in the future. it was very strange and very

exciting. the videos of the event and all have no ads or take our time to load. the wrestlemania is a
bit of a tat. either way, the whole event looked and sounded great. you could hear the fans, the

crowd and the wrestlers. it was the briefest of introductions. the rock, keeping his persona from the
90s, showed off his moves and we got a look at his wrestling gear. the rock thanked mark burnett

and wwe for putting on a wrestlemania event. he called himself a "little bitty rock" telling us he was
the best in the game. the rock brought out undertaker who was shown standing on the rock's coffin.

a very sentimental segment and undertaker was in his best gear.
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dwayne "the rock" johnson and
undertaker square off in a battle
that has lasted more than two
decades! "the deadman" and

"the people's champ" face off at
wwe's 2017 kickoff show from
the mercedes-benz superdome

in new orleans with a wwe
championship match on the line!

plus, what happens when mr.
day one saw charlotte flair beat

becky lynch on the second
match on, with the bwo debuting
to surprisingly positive results.
the clash for the universal title
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was a bit of a bust, despite
having the best match on the
card, with asuka and becky

brawling to a stand-still. in the
end asuka was betrayed by

becky and the former champ,
charlotte flair, kicked out of the
match. it was yet another great

moment from becky, who
seemed to have gotten it
together in the lead up to

wrestlemania. it was good to see
them get the opportunity,

though and it was also another
moment that showed how strong

becky is, going toe-to-toe with
charlotte herself. this is where
the show really began to shine.
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day one started off with a solid
bout between the us champ,

brock lesnar and the returning
goldberg, though lesnar was

defeated easily. it was a shock to
see goldberg beaten, though,

and it wasn't really a bad outing
from him. lesnar vs. seth rollins
was a very good and fun fight,
which featured some very good
heel work from rollins, including

a great finisher. it was an
exciting bout, and one that

leaves me wanting to see a third
match of the night. in the second
night we saw finn balor take on
the miz. having seen finn-mania
17-18 i was surprised to see the
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miz survive two balor singles.
finn was good, but balor wasn't
as dominant as he has been.

finn's personality comes across
very well during interviews, and

he has delivered entertaining
bouts over the past 18 months.

this bout was a bit of a let-down,
though. 5ec8ef588b
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